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Macro Canon Lens FL 50mm F 3.5 for use with Canon SLR cameras 
is an extremely versatile lens possessing high resolution power. 
It can be used in any situation from general to ultra close·up 
photography. For instance , it can be used as a regular camera 
lens. It can also be used for special situation photography such as 
photo copying or for life size or greater than life size images of 
minute creature life. And it can be used to capture clear images 
of everything within this wide range. The Macro Canon Lens is in 
short, one of the most versatile and useful lenses a rhotographer 
can own. 
It is also one of the easiest lenses to use. While the field of close·up 
and magnification photography (macrophotography) is more 
specialized than general photography, the Macro Canon Lens has 
been designed with a number of automatic features to enable 

anyone to use the lens fully from the moment it is mounted on the 
camera. The lens has also been made lightweight-290g (100z.) 
for easy handling. 
The world of macrophotography is a new enchanting world for most 
photographers. Subjects are unlimited. Enter and explore it fully 
with the Macro Canon Lens. 

1 
In the optical designing of the Macro Canon Lens every measure 
is taken to insure maximum resolution power. Various aberrations 
are eliminated; boundary light volume is greatly increased; and color 
balance is corrected. Emphasis is also placed on the helicoid 
mechanism which automatically corrects exposure factor in close·up 
photography. Thus an uniformly clear image is obtained whether 
the lens is focused for close·up or infinity shooting. 

2 
Macro Canon Lens can be used in an almost unlimited variety of 
situations-from general photography to accurate photo copying of 
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medical records , rare books, or any situation requirin g close-up and 
magnification photography. 

3 
Macro Canon Lens offers an extremely wide focusin g ran ge-from 
1: 1 ultra close -ups at 20.9 cm (8 k1N ) , to infin ity for genera l photog
raphy_ The lens' special heli coid adjustment for focusing allows 
a free selection of subjects throughout this wide range. 

4 
Macro Canon Lens features a completely automatic diaphragm 
mechanism. The lens also has a manual aperture ring that allows 
the photographer to confirm depth of field. 

5 
When takin g close-up photographs, the amount of li ght that rea ches 
the film decreases as the focal length of the lens increases. The 
Canon Macro Lens automatically makes this exposure correction 
since its aperture setting is coupled to the helicoid focusing 

mechanism. Manual adjustment and time consuming calculations 
are unnecessary_ 

6 
By utilizing accessories such as Bellows FL and Extension Tub e FL , 
macrophotography greater than 1: 1 is easily obtained. 

7 
In 1: 1 macrophotography, the life size adaptor that comes with the 
lens must be used . Eve n when this adaptor is used, the lens 
aperture setting rema ins automatic, and the exposure factor is still 
a utom atica lIy corrected _ 

8 
The Macro Canon Lens and accessories can be used' as an intrinsi~ 
part of the revolutionary stationary pelli cle mirror camera, th e Canon 
Pellix. Mounted ·to the Pellix, the lens becomes part of the" throu gh
the-Iens-and-mirror" (TTLM ) system for perfect exposure measuring . • 
The Len s is also quickly mounted on all other Canon SLR ca m eras. 



SPECIFICATIONS 
Aperture ratio and focal length: 1: 3.5, 

f-50mm 
Lens structure: 4 elements in 3 components, 

triplet type, angle-of-view: 46 ° 
Aperture: Completely automatic aperture 

and manual aperture. 
Exposure factor automatic correction 
is coupled to the helicoid. 

Aperture scale: F 3.5, 4, ' 5.6, 8, 11, 16, 22 
When life-size adapter is attached: F 5, 
5.6,8, 11, 16, 22,32 

Shooting distance and photographic 'magnifi
cation: 00 -23.4 cm IO.5x ) 

When life-size adapter is attached: 23.4 
cm ,O.5x)-20.9 cm (Ix) 

Focusing: Straight advance helicoid type 
Mount: FL mount (can be commonly used 

for Pellix, FX and FP ) 
Filter diameter: 58mm 
Size: 56mmx64mm 12,Y.;'lfx27i1f ) 
Weight: 290g (lOoz. ) 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
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